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Introduction.

Forged from the fires of frustration and good intention,
Nature’s own cryptocurrency.

FibonacciADA.

Please allow us to introduce FibonacciADA ($FDA)!
A sequence made from gold, built on Cardano, a store of value with integrity. Governed

by our community.
Embark with us on our journey as we explore potentials that arise when a token’s

structure is built to harness the Golden Ratio, the Fibonacci Sequence, nature’s law.

Potentially the FIRST project to digitally animate the concept of cryptocurrency mining.

The Problem.

As Cardano continues to evolve, and the community continues to grow, we believe very
soon we’ll be part of THE largest crypto community.

Even during the bear market, projects built on Cardano are taking off as if ‘carried by
bulls’.

Unfortunately, with such great potential, there’s many out there who continue to TAKE
advantage of this. Cardano moves as a community, and when someone takes

advantage of this, WE ARE ALL AFFECTED.

Our Solution.

A Store of Value, governed by YOU, mined by YOU, designed for YOU.
It is always advised to DYOR (Do your own research), but it’s time we see more projects
designed WITHOUT the financial ambitions of a founder, BY A TEAM COMMITTED TO

A PROJECT AND IT’S LONGEVITY. That’s exactly what we plan to do.



Our Vision.

For a long time now we have harnessed the Golden Ratio to analyze the proportions of
what nature presents (Leaf count, arrangements, cellular patterns, all you have to do is
measure between knuckles on your finger even to find it), but this doesn’t stop at nature

and quite often you’ll find the Fibonacci Sequence harnessed to analyze Financial
Systems/Markets (you even find samples of such analysis with Cardano!)

With this being said, it seems only logical if one should build a Store of Value on
Cardano’s BlockChain, that the Fibonacci Sequence really needs to be at the

foundations of such.

Harnessing this pattern of nature as our guide, we believe  $FDA to be the solution to
the present problem, & even inspire developers to join us on this journey to build a

project with integrity well seeded in the heart.

Built on Cardano?

-cost efficient
No Importing

New buyers/traders quite often can get tripped up on gas fees, not only in trading, but
even at times simply as 'importing' a token to your wallet on numerous networks.

Despite this already being complex for some users, here on the Cardano Block chain
we have this luxury where not only is there no gas fees for importing a token, once a

new Token or Asset arrives in one's wallet, you can view this automatically.



Cheap gas

At currently 0.16 ADA per transaction, which is $0.4US(approx), this is quite a margin
cheaper than some of competing Networks. We find higher gas fees intimidate new

users wanting to diverge in the crypto world, but quickly find it too expensive. Cardano
allows access to a much wider community.

-eco friendly
Mining

Cardano claims to be "the most environmentally sustainable", with its mining process
consuming a substantial amount less energy than alternative networks. Built with a

burning passion to support Cardano and all in the community, $FDA will work in
harmony with the mining process for ‘native’ tokens to this BlockChain.

-less congestion

Cardano evolves

As different Crypto's generate more popularity, so too do they generate more
congestion. The founder of Cardano Charles Hoskinson and his team have found an
ingenious means to surpass this. This is achieved, with the introduction and utility of

Epochs in his system he dub's 'Ouroboros'. This blockchain can scale in a linear
manner at a new block with more users.



$FDA Keys

Our team's core focus is community. If you are mining for rewards, we believe it's only
fair you have a say about the tokens you yield! Our Tokenomics are structured in that

manner, our rate of distribution gives power to our miners, our holders, our community.
Even the 13 tokens available for giveaways will be distributed strategically, and under

preference of our family.

As the Fibonacci Sequence teaches us, consistency is key to healthy growth, patience,
and transparency are vital as well.

To help protect you as holders, guide the growth of $FDA, and see it flourish, we'll be
releasing a Special Access Key NFT! An unlimited supply collection that will stand as

your Key into voting access for our society.

Not only does this prevent fake accounts or bots from spamming votes, tipping them in
one's favor, but profits* of these Special Access Key NFTs will be sent to FDA's

treasury.

These $FDA Key NFTs will:

I) Shows you are a 'key' member in our community.

II) 'unlocks' your access to our governance channel.

III) 'secures' you one VOTE!

Plus a few other bonuses, but you'll have to wait and see!

*NB: profits that land in the treasury wallet each tx will be minus minting fees.



$FDA

FibonacciADA ($FDA). A Store of Value built on the Cardano EcoSystem. Store your
$ADA as $FDA. A unit of measure which can both increase, or decrease in value

fluctuating as holders exchange ADA - FDA or FDA -ADA.

Mint
1,000,000 $FDA tokens will be carried by our $FDA Miners during ‘Drop 1’ of our four

drop MINT. These will be distributed evenly between the first 1453 $FDA Miners minted,
each carrying approximately 688 FibonacciADA Tokens.

NFT Rewards/Mined
10,000,000 $FDA tokens will be stored with distribution sites built on Cardano. Each

$FDA Miner will have ‘mining’ capabilities, with the potential to yield a varied amount of
$FDA each epoch, depending on which $FDA Miner you choose to hold! For $FDA
Miners to mine successfully, these must be held in any staking wallet on Cardano.
This places the majority of $FDA’s total supply out of the hands of our developers,

readily available for Holders to Mine!
Distribution rates will decrease on scheduled dates, rewarding those diamond hands
supporting our project early, scaling with our growth to increase the rarity of our $FDA

token.

Liquidity Pool
200,000 $FDA tokens will be paired with ADA to start Liquidity Pools. PLEASE NOTE
THIS WILL NOT BE ALL OUR ADA AT ONCE. We plan to build FibonacciADA up, not
bomb it in one go and hope for the best. A token Buy-Back wallet will be assigned to
purchase portions of the token back from the market, and to build future liquidity. In

terms of raising awareness around a project, seeing sed projects top the charts in daily
volume, or highest gains in 24h/1w can generate a lot of attention more regularly vs one
large sum in a single pool. With a low IPO, we’ll be making it accessible for holders to
not only add to our initial pools at an affordable rate with their $FDA, but also leaving

room for natural growth.



Collaborations
30,000 $FDA tokens have been set aside for collaborations with other projects. We’ll be

leaving the decision to our $FDA Key holders, for as to what we do with these and
which projects will be lucky enough to access such!

Team
A small reserve of 5,000 tokens has been set aside for our team. At first glance I know
this might be something to query, but we need a team of moderators & pay for such will
come from this vault. This might be as little as 1 $FDA per week, so ideally these tokens
should last quite the duration of time! This will also help reassure holders that no wages

will be ‘dumped’ by anyone assisting us to moderate our project on our initial entry to
market. We’ll be working only with those as passionate about $FDA as we are!

AirDropped
800 $FDA tokens have been set aside to be Airdropped. Criteria to be eligible for these

will be released between first & second drops of our $FDA Miner Mints.

GiveAways
13 $FDA Tokens are set aside to be given away for promotion. We value our holders

and all they put in, and feel that should someone become a holder for free, they’ll have
to be very lucky to experience such! This is another approach we aim to give holders

security when purchasing $FDA Miners. There aren't enough tokens set aside for
promotion to see any form of ‘Dumping’ reflected in our prices.

$FDA Miners

A unique, prestigious, exclusive, yet diverse range of artwork for you to enjoy, built on
Cardano, and with utility!

Not only do these little cyborgs look aesthetically pleasing, but hold them in your wallet
and watch them work for you! Their job is to mine $FDA, and that's just what they will do

(It's in their name)! Each Miner will yield a different rate, and it is up to you who you
choose! Mint your favorite, or a few! Special costumes are hidden in the mix along with

some special tools!



Access to these drops will be split into four separate dates (each 3 months apart),
coordinating with our rewards halving system (which also will half four times).

The FIRST Mint, every $FDA Miner Minted will be sent to wallets carrying a bag full of
$FDA for your preference of stacking, or trading on exchanges (SundaeSwap,

MinSwap, WingRiders and MuesliSwap).

Road Map

As our community develops there’s potential Key Holders request to add to our Road
Map, so please see this as the basic key outlines to our original development only.

Phase 1:

-Build Website & Socials
-Design & Produce Imagery

-Conduct marketing campaign

-Develop $FDA Token

-Develop $FDA Token Mining NFT’s

-Register with Cardano Registry

-Launch $FDA Mint Engine



Phase 2:

-Release WhitePaper
-List with Distribution Sites (i.e DripDropz, TapTools, Tosi)

-Second $FDA Miner NFT Drop

-Register $FDA on MuesliSwap

-All NFT’s & $FDA Minted

-Liquidity Pools created (i.e WingRiders, MinSwap, SundaeSwap)

Phase 3:

-Rewards Distribution Halved
-Third $ FDA Miner NFT Drop

-Collaboration Development

-Coin Gecko Listing

-Coin Market Cap Listing

-AirDrop

Phase 4:

-Final $FDA Minner NFT Dop

-Further Exchange Listings

-NFT $FDA Character NFT Collection Series

-RewardsDistribution Halving (Second Round)



If you are a $FDA Key holder and want to submit a request adding to our Road Map,
we’ll be providing avenues for such in our official community Discord Server.

Tokenomics

NFT Rewards/Mined 89.0011252% 10,000,000 $FDA

Minted (Public) 8.90011252% 1,000,000 $FDA

Liquidity Pools 1.7800225% 200,000 $FDA

Collaborations 0.26700338% 30,000 $FDA

Team 0.04450056% 5,000 $FDA

AirDropped 0.00712% 800 $FDA

Giveaways 0.0001157% 13 $FDA



Mining

The term 'Mining' is tossed around so often, so loosely in the crypto space, and the now
'traditional' variant in the digital realm and its energy drain has become detrimental to

our environment!
Thus, a token tethered to such natural roots, and good attributes, found it quite logical to
follow in the footsteps of the founding father of Cardano, and introduce a new age wave

of mining without the need of supercomputers working complex puzzles!

The most common practice of mining is for $ADA Holders to Stake their wallets in
various Stake Pools. Once successfully staking a wallet, one can then ‘mine’ with this

by claiming numerous native tokens from several distribution sites hosting such.

For $FDA Miners to successfully ‘mine’, our holders too will experience a similar
scenario. Our main point of difference not only being the literal ‘animation’ of mining
$FDA, but also each character will be listed with a different Policy ID, opening up the
potentials for a tiered mining system, but still maintaining the originality of ‘NFTs’ by

introducing variants of each character. Though the primary focus is for $FDA holders to
Hold for a long duration of time, we’d still like to provide the potential of an active

secondary market as we understand many holders enjoy the prosper of profiting from
trading.

There will be no limit to the amount of $FDA Miners one can hold in a single wallet, but
we do know some Cardano projects have anti-whale measures in place, some

examples of this are staking, so it’s up to your own discretion whether you hold your
$FDA Miners in a single wallet or split them between a few.



Distribution ‘Halving’

Unlike the traditional approach to distribution halving, we will have a slight different
approach. Each time the distribution ‘halves’, FibonacciADA being tethered to the

Fibonacci Sequence, will stick to these when reducing.

We’ve prepared a few tables to help you follow!

Drop 1 Chinco Alice Frank Wade Amanda

First 1/4 Rewards (per
Miner Per Epoch) 21 34 55 89 144

Per epoch (all miners) 12810 12818 12815 12816 12816

Per Rewards 1/4 230580 230724 230670 230688 230688

Total Supply (Drop 1) 610 377 233 144 89



Drop 2 Chinco Alice Frank Wade Amanda

Second 1/4 Rewards
(per Miner Per Epoch) 13 21 34 55 89

Per epoch (all miners) 15860 15834 15844 15840 15842

Per Rewards 1/4 285480 285012 285192 285120 285156

Total Supply (Drop 2) 1220 754 466 288 178

Take note, as the numbers change, working with the Fibonacci Sequence we witness
the ratio remains consistent.

Information for each of these charts is isolated for distribution of one platform only. With
the duration of time it takes to onboard with each site, we have no control of this

variable. When mining opens on a second site, you’ll have to imagine a second of these
charts with the same numbers, will be applicable to that site also (so double everything).



Drop 3 Chinco Alice Frank Wade Amanda

Third 1/4 Rewards (per
Miner Per Epoch) 8 13 21 34 55

Per epoch (all miners) 14640 14703 14679 14688 14685

Per Rewards 1/4 263520 264654 264222 264384 264330

Total Supply (Drop 3) 1830 1131 699 432 267

Please also adhere to the fact these numbers are under the prerequisite that every
$FDA Miner will claim every epoch. This is more a guideline, or maximum amount of

$FDA forecast to be distributed at these rates.



Drop 4 Chinco Alice Frank Wade Amanda

Fourth 1/4 Rewards
(per Miner Per Epoch) 5 8 13 21 34

Per epoch (all miners) 12200 12064 12116 12096 12104

Per Rewards 1/4 219600 217152 218088 217728 217872

Total Supply (Drop 4) 2440 1508 932 576 356

With these numbers available to us, we can also forecast a time frame it might take for
every $FDA token to be Mined! Please don’t forget, these numbers are guidelines only.
The amount of Miners yielding is subject to change from holder to holder, with this being

said some variables will present themselves which we cannot forecast.



Percentage $FDA Qty. With 2 distribution sites

Drop 1 11.5335 1153350 2306700

Drop 2 14.25996 1425996 2851992

Drop 3 13.2111 1321110 2642220

Drop 4 10.9044 1090440 2180880

2nd year 43.6176 4361760 TBA

Remainder 6.47344 647344 TBA



You’ll note that it’s possible for $FDA’s mining supply could run out in just over two
years, or one even at this rate! But our Journey doesn’t end here. This is where some of
our $FDA Key Holders' decisions come into play! We’ll be exploring different options of
what our community does with tokens ‘Bought Back’ off the market, and one of these
options will be replenishing this Mining supply! Votes could involve introducing further

distribution ‘halving’s, which would also incur slower distribution rates.

As these variables are set in store, our team will be able to utilize this data to provide
future charts for you.



Team

If you have read this far, then one can assume curiosity around $FDA is starting to build
for you, yet one can’t help but wonder, who is bringing all of this to you?

As much as we’d love to answer right now, and direct, we won’t. Not just yet! Our team
is already reaching out to different platforms and communities to find who might be best

to Dox myself to our community!

What we can share with you for now tho, is that I am already a known and PRESENT
member in the Cardano Community, developing a project which progresses each day,
and writing habits are hard to change, so some of you out there might have guessed

who I am already! There’s talk even of releasing a prize for the first to guess who I am
correctly.

I am tired and frustrated seeing so many fraudulent schemes generated in the cardano
ecosystem as of late. It is time more projects are developed for YOU, because at the
end of the day, together it’s each and every one building cardano, and together, every
post, every transaction, every invite, every person you tell is what will make Caradno

great!

You will discover who I am soon enough, for the time being please allow me to introduce
FibonacciADA, a new Store of Value, built for YOU, on the Cardano ecosystem!



Conclusion

Before investing in anything, it is heavily advised one must ‘Do your Own Research’ to
the best of your capabilities before committing to anything. DYOR.

I hope this documentation presented to you today provides a source to any information
you might seek regarding FibonacciADA, $FDA Miners and our Keys. Our team is
available should any questions arise, you are welcome to email directly, or join our

discord & open a support ticket where our team can help you from there.

Website:   https://fibonacci-ada.com/
Email: fibonacciada@gmail.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/AdaFibonacci
Github: https://github.com/FibonacciADA
Discord: https://discord.gg/2NAQkd3BWg

FibonacciADA ($FDA)

A sequence made from gold, built on Cardano, a store of value with integrity. Governed
by our community.

Will you embark with us on our journey as we explore potentials that arise when a
token’s structure is built to harness the Golden Ratio, the Fibonacci Sequence, nature’s

law?

The choice is yours.

https://fibonacci-ada.com/
mailto:fibonacciada@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/AdaFibonacci
https://github.com/FibonacciADA
https://discord.gg/2NAQkd3BWg

